
MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWQLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 34/1988

Theory of Large Deviations

31.7. bis 6.8.1988

Die Tagung stand unter der Leitung von E. Bolthausen (BerHn) und S. R. S.
Varadhan (New York). Unter einem verbindenden Thema trafen sich Wissen

schaftler mit einem sehr breiten Spektrum von Interessen: von der Mathema
tischen Statistik bis zur Quantenfeldtheorie.

Die Theorie der Wahrscheinlichkeiten großer Abweichungen war einer der

Schwerpunkte der wahrscheinlichkeitstheoretischen Forschung der letzten 10 bis

15 Jahre. Es handelt'sich um Präzisierungen von Gesetzen großer Zahlen: man

untersucht die kleinen Wahrscheinlichkeiten, mit denen ein unt)Jlisches Ver

halten eines stochastischen Prozesses auftritt. Die Untersuchung dieser kleinen
Wahrscheinlichkeiten ist für viele Fragen interessant, u. a., da die untypischen

Pfade eines einfachen Modells oft den Hauptbeitrag zu wichtigen Größen eines

komplexeren lief~rn.

Wichtige Themen der Tagung waren:
- Große Abweichungen für angewandte stochastische Prozesse (Risikotheorie,

Verzweigungsprozesse, simulated annealing)

- Effizienz statistischer Tests

- GroBe Abweichungen für Markoff-Prozesse
- Malliavin-Kalkül und Asymptotik des Wärmeleitungskerns

- Dynamische Systeme

- Wechselwirkende Teilchensysterile

- Statistische Mechanik, Gibbs-MaBe, Hydrodynamik

- Quantenmechanik und Quantenfeldtheorie.

Die Tagung hatte 41 Teilnehmer. Es wurden 34 Vorträge gehalten.
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Abstracts

A. de Acosta

Large deviations tor empirical measures ofMarkov chains in the T.-topology

Let S be a Polish space, n a Markov kerneion S, and {Xj : j~O} a Markov chain

with state space 8 and transition probability n. The "t-topology on the space of

probability measures M+ 1(8) is tbe weakest topology making an maps P-*'J f dp •
continuous, where fis a bounded measurable function on S. The following result

improves existing results in two ways: It relaxes the assumptions on n and it

gives large deviation lower bound rates based on the T.-topology, which are finer

than those based on the usual weak topology on M+ 1(8).

Lower bound result:

Ass~e that n is 'P-irreducible and that for all measurable AcS with 'I'(A)=O

and for all xES there exists nEN with nD(x,A)=0 (a slightly ~eakerassumption is

possible). Then far aU xE 8 and aU measurable BcM+ 1(S)

tim !,. log P (~ 'il

lix EB) ~ - inf {I (ll) : IJ Et- interiorofB}
~ n 1 n j=O j

where I is the Donsker-Varadhan functional.

The following result improves existing uppe,r bound results in tbe "t-topology.

Upper bound result:

Assume that there exists mEN such that {nm(x,) : xE8 } is uniformly absolutely

continuous w. r.t. a p. m. 'P. Then for all xE Sand all measurable BcM+ 1(S)

lim !. log Px( ~ nil lix. E B)' <!: - inf {I (\1) : \1 E 't-closureofBJ. •
n~tO n n j=O J

We also give extension to empirical measures ofthe multistate chain

{(Xi' ..., Xj + n _1) :j~O}, where nEN isfixed.

o. E. Barndorff-Nielsen

Large deviations and statistical inference

The talk concentrated on properties, and in particular the accuracy, of the

formula

p(&; CAlI a) == p*(w; 611 a) = c(61, a) Ij 1112 exp(1-i),

where the expression p* defined on the right side of the approximation sign is a

probability density function which in general constitutes a highly accurate

approximation to the conditional distribution of the maximum likelihood

.-'
l
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estimator ~ given an (exaet or approximate) aneillary statistie a, under a para

metrie statistieal model p(x; Cal). Aetually, p* is not only approximate but exaet in

a rather wide range of interesting eases, ineluding virtually a11 transformation

models. The problem of eharaeterizing all exaetness eases was raised. This

problem is of interest both intrinsically and beeause the known exaetness eases

all exhibit various further properties of statistieal use. Outside the exaetness

eases, and under ordinary repeated sampling, the formula is typically aceurate to

a relative error of order 0(n-3/2), often over the entire sampIe spaee. (For detailse see forthcoming volume in the Springer "Lecture Notes in Statistics Series",

entitled "Parametrie.Statistical Models and Likelihood".)

G. Benarous

Large deviations and Malliavin calculus

e

HL=t Lt m Xi2+XOis a Hönnander type second order operator on Rd and the Xi

are snlooth vector fields such that the restricted Hörmander hypoe11ipticity

~ hypothesis is satisfied (Lie(X1, ... , Xm)(x) = TxRd for a11 xE Rd) the heat kernel

Pt(x, y) assoeiated to L ean be studied in sma11 time for "good points" (x, y). Tbe

result is that if there is a unique subriemannian geodesic joining x to y, if this

geodesic is the projection of a (unique) bicharacteristic eurve, and if (x, y) are non

conjugate alang this geodesic, then we have the asymptotie expansions
2 N .

Pt(x,y) = C Vd exp ( - d ~X~y)) ( :;'0 'i.(x,ylt
k + O<tN+1

))

for a11 N, where d(x, y} is the subriemannian distanee associated to L, ck are

smo0t? functions (loeally), co(x, y) > 0, and the expansion is uniform on eompact

sets of good points.

This result ean be obtained by using large deviation teehniques (Laplaee method)

to study the behaviour ofthe Fourier transform ofPt(x, y) for sma11 t, and by using

Malliavin caleulus to integrate this expansion to obtain the expansions of Pt(x, y)

by Fourier inversion formula. The interesting point here might be that these

estimates can't be obtained for elose points and then propagated by tbe semi

group property to distant points (as ean be done in the elliptic case). This is so

because on one given mini~~ng_geodes~c two poi!l~ might be nop.-conjJlg~te

while intermediate points eould be eonjugate. It is then elear that a direet global

approach is needed. That is what the large deviation principle (+ Laplace

method) gives.

(This work is in part independent and in partjoint work with R. Leandre)
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T.-S. Chiang

Convergence rate (ar simulated annealing processes

An inhomogeneous Markov process Xt with transition rates

Qi}t) = Pij exp("':(U(j)-U(i» + /I'(t» where T(t) ! 0 as t-+00, U is a function on the

state spaee S = {I, 2, ... , n} assumed to be integer-valued and non-negative, is

called a simulated annealing proeess. Let A(t)=exp(-ltr(t» and denote by dH the

maximum depth ofthe local minimum (minima) ofU. Under the assumption that e
Pij is irreducible and reversible, it is proved that

U(i)
lim P(X

t
=i) exp - =ß. E (0,00)

t-+<II T(t) I

for each iES ifA' (t)/A(t) =o(Adu) and f 0<11 exp(-dHtr(t» dt =00. The typical ease for

T(t) is cJlog t for some eonstant c. An optimal c exists if and only ifdH = dv where

dv is the eonvergence rate ofthe 2nd eigenvalue of(Qij(t».

F.Comets

Large deviations {ar Gibbs measures with random interaction

Let (Xi,Yi), iE Zd, be i. i. d. random vectors with arbitrary distribution. We show

that, for a. e. (Yi)i' the eonditionallaw of the empirical field given {Yi)i has large
deviations property with a deterministic rate funetion.

We use this to study Gibbs measures with random interaction (i. e. the distri

bution ofdependent variables (X'i)i with coupling dependent of(Yi)i). We obtain:

- a (detenninistic) variational formula for the free energy

- large deviations property for the Gibbs measure, and by localization

- we reiate same of the measures 10 conditional versions of the probabilities
which are solution ofthe variational fonnula (this is a variational principle).

Jean-Dominique Deuschel

Critical Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process

Consider the symmetrie diffusion process on E =MZd generated by

1
Lf= 2 L exp("k) divk(exp (-Hk) grad k f)

kEti

where Hk=LF~k J F. M is a Riemannian manifold. If the interaetion is small
enough, one can check the hypercontractivity of the process. For the critical

Omstein-Uhlenbeck process where M=Rand
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IFI~3

•

•

with Ei y(i)= 1, one sees that tbe Gibbsian field admits a phase transition when

d~3. In this case the process is not hypercontractive and the following large

deviation results for Zt(O) =l/t fot xs(O)ds holds

Ii m _1- P (z (0) > ß) = _ : s2(d ) ß2

t~CD rt(d) p t t P

where

rt(d) = {~:: t :::

and sIl2(d)E R+ is the independent of the initial distribution 11 for d~4 and

dependent of p for d = 3.

Hermann Dinges

Unified treatment ofsmall and Zarge deviations

A family ofprobability densities {fe(x): e-+O} on U~Rd is called a (smootb) Wiener

germ of order m if there exist functions (satisfying smootbness condition's) K(x),

So(x), ..., Sm-I(x) on U such that uniformlyon compact subsets ofU

f e(x) = (2ne)-d'2 exp( _e-1 K(x) + So(x) + ES} (x) + ... + em-1S
m

_
t

(X) + 0 (em».
Wiener germs are called equivalent of order j if K(x), So(x), ..., S j_1(x) agree.

Transfo~Wiener germs by mappings of the type T(e, x) =To(x) + eTI(x) + ... +

emTm(x)+o(em ) (uniformly) where To(x) is a difTeomorphism and the Tj(x) satisfy

suitable smoothness conditions; then you get Wiener germs. Under certain con

ditions tbe marginals ofWiener germs form a Wiener germ. Similarly conditional

densities derived from Wiener germs are Wiener germs.

Theorem: Let {Xc: e-+O} be a family ofrandom vectors such that the distributions

L(Xe) form a Wiener germ. Then tbere exists a transformation T(c, x)=To(x)+ ...

+ emTm(x) such that {L(Xe) : c-+O} is equivalent of order m to {L(T(c, el/2Z» :c-+O}

where Z is standard normally distributed.

-The following lesson might"be learnedfrom-the theory. In cases where the ''Large

Deviation Principle" holds and everything is very smooth, it may be worthwhile
not 10 study the refined limiting behaviour of_n-1 In p(x(n)EA); one might rather

hope 10 find an asymptotic expansion ofthe form
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. 1 ( 1 )m
n - 1f2 4>-1 ( P (X (m) E A ») = a 0 (A ) + ~ a

1
( A ) + ... + ;; Gm (A) + 0 (n - m) .

Such an asymptotic fOrDlula may even hold uniformIy far Ac={x: f(x)sc} iffis a

nice function - and this comprises asymptotic normality in the range of small

deviations.

Richard S. Ellis

A unified approach to large deviations for Markov chains

LetS be aPolish space, Xo=x, Xl' X2' ••• a Markov chain takingvalues in S with •
transition probability function n(x, dy). We prove uniform large deviation proper-

ties for the following classes of random measures:

1 n-l 1 n-l 1 n-l

M l(w,,)=- L fiX ( )(.), M (Ul,.)= - L 8 () (.), R (Ul,.)= - L fi . (.),
n. n j=o j €Al n,a n j=O Y

j
Q (w) n n j=O rrlX(n.w)

where aE{2, 3, ...}, y/o)(w)= (Xj(CAl), X j + 1(Ul), ••. , Xj +o_1(CiJ» E So, X(n, Cal) is the

periodic 'Point in SZ satisfying (X(n, Ul»kn+i =Xi(CAl), for i =0, 1, ..., n-1, kEZ, and

T is the shift mapping on SZ ~

Theorem I: Assume that n(x, dy) satisfies same hypothesis (H) on S such that

a) {Mn I} has a uniform LDP,
b) no' ihe transition probability function ofthe Markov chain {y/o):j =0,

1, ...}on So, satisfies (H) on So for each aE{2, 3, ...}.

Then c) {Mn ,o},aE{2,3, ...},hasauniformLDP,

d) {Rn} has a uniform LDP.

Theorem 11: Here is an example ora hypothesis (H) such that a) and b) in Theorem

I hold (and thus c) and d»: There exist ßEN and ME[I, oo} such that for all x, x'ES

and all measurable AcS nß(x, A)sM nP(x',A).

The entropy functions in a), cl, and d) ofTheorem I are aU clos~ly related...

H. Föllmer

Surf~ceentropy

For an ergodic Gibbs measure P on the space Q oflattice configurations CAl : Zd-.S,

large deviations ofthe empirical field

1
Rn(w) = -,-I L 88w

V n tEV t
n

along the sequence ofd-dimensional cubes Vn are ofthe form
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1
IVn ,lOg P (RnEA) - - infQEAnMs h (Q' P) ,

where Ms is the class ofstationary probability measures on Qt and where h(QIP)

denotes the relative entropy ofQ with respect to P (Cometst DUat Föllmer-Orey).

Tbe lower bound follows from a Shannon-McMillan theorem for h(QIP). But in the

ease ofa phase transitiont the right side may be 0 even ifP does not belong to the

closure of A. This leads to a refined description of large deviations where the

volume IV01 is replaced by surface area lavnl (cf. R. Schonmann)t and where h(QIP)
is replaeed by a surfaee entropy s(QIP) (Föllmer-Ort). In this talkt we prove the

Shannon-McMillan theorem for s(QIP)t defined in terms of eubes. We also sketch

its extension to surfaee entropy around Cl-shapes; this is analogous to arecent

construction ofDobrushin-Kotecki-Schlossmann.

Mark Freidlin

Weakly coupled dynamical systems

Let ü =nXt u) be a dynamieal system in R depending on a parameter xE Xt and let

A be the generator of some Markov proeess in the spaee X. Consider the dynami

eal system or semi-flow u(tt.) in the space offunctions on X:

(*) au (t, x )-a-t- = f(x,u)+AAu, u(O,x) = g(x), xEX t> o.

The dynamieal system u(tt . ) is said to be eoupled by the generato~ AA. If A in (*)

is large we speak about strong coupling; if A is small - about weakly eoupled

systems. We eonsider also the ease when the initial dynamieal system is replaced

by a semi-flow of general type. Using large deviations principle for the family of

proeessest eorresponding to the generator AA, we study wave front propagation in

the system (*) and other problems eoneerning the long time behaviour of solutions

ofthe system (*).

J6zsefFritz

An extension ofthe Guo-Papanicolau-Varadhan method to the infinite line

We consider a stoehastic system

dO k = ~ [V' (oHI) - 2 V'(ok) + V' (Ok_I)] dt + d";k - dWk _ 1

where 0kERtkEZt sup IV"I<CXJt limx~CXJV"(x»Ot and witis"a family-ofindepend
ent Wiener proeesses. Tbe Holley-Strooek (76) estimate on the Ioeal rate of

entropy production extends also to this easet and it has two eonsequenees. Under
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some moment condition we show that every stationary measure is a canonical

Gibbs state with energy H=~V(ok)-zkok' where 2zk =zk+ 1 +Zk_l. For the hydro
dynamic (difTusive) scaling we show that the entropy remains proportional to the

macroscopic volume even for maeroseopie times, while the rate of entropy produc

tion is an order of (d-2)-th power of the volume (d is the dimension of the spaee).

These two bounds allow us to extend the Guo-Papanieolau-Varadhan theorem to

infinite systems.

Jürgen Gärtner

Large deviations för weakly interacting diffusions and hierarchical models

1'here are essential differenees in the qualitative behaviour of mean-field models

and lattice models with short-range interaction. We eonsider (two-Ievel) hierar

chical models which, on the one hand, are similar to mean-field models but, on tbe

other hand, reflect the behaviour of short-range lattiee models (e. g. tbe dimen

sion dependence of eritieal fluctuations) in a more proper way. The hierarchical

analog of the two-dimensional stoehastic Ising model with eontinuous spin may

be deseribed by the following system ofweakly interaeting diffusions:

dXij = -IVh' (xij) -J 1I~ i xii - Xij]} dt + 0 dWij
1=1

•

J211 M N IN}
+ - - L L xk1 - - LXiI dt, 1 ~ i ~M, 1 Sj ~ N.

N MN k=1 1=1 N 1=1

Here Vh is a potential ofthe form x4/4 - x2/2 +hx and wij are independent Brown

ian motions. J l' J 2' h, and 0 denote positive constants~ We define the level II
empirical process XMN( . ) by .

MN 1 M N 1 N •
X (t):= ML 8 N ,where Xi (t) = NL 8x..(t)·

i=1 Xi (t) j=1 IJ

Let rrMN be the probability law of the stationary distributrion of the process

XMN( .). We prove large deviation theorems for rrMN as M, N -. 00 both in the M·N

seale and the M-seale and diseuss the structure of loeal minima of the associated

rate functions (free energy functionaIs). In the ease 0< 0 2 < Ocr2, h = h N =h*IN

(h*E R), these results ean be interpreted (in a certain sense) as a nueleation effeet.

(Joint work with D. A. Dawson)
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Andreas Greven

Branching random walks in random environment

•

We consider a branching random walk on Zd with birth and death rates assigned

to the sites according to some random mechanism. This system exhibits a phase

transition with respeet. to the drift ofthe underlying random walk. With that we

mean that for small drift tbe number ofparticles per site grows exponentially fast

for almost all environments, while for large dirft the system becomes (locally)

extinct. Various refinements and related questions are considered. For example:

Look at the total particle density limn~CX)IV01-1 ~xEVn I}t(x) and eall the limit Dt •

Then this quantity is growing for certain values of the drift exponentially fast

even though for these values of the drift tbe system becomes already locally

extinct.

Geoffrey Grimmett

Percolation in co +1 dimensions

1

GO ••••

o
1/k

For percolation on a finite-dimensionallattice the number of infinite clusters is

either 0 or 1, whereas for a tree it is either 0 or co. What is going on? Certainly the
infinite cluster is a. s. unique (when it exists) for the Cayley graph of any infinite

finitely-generated group with sub-exponential growth function. An interesting

example is the graph L = T X Z, the direct product of a regular tree T and the line

"t Z. Heach edge in a tree is open with probabili-

1 .4~ ty 1; and each edge in a line with probability A,

then the "phase diagram" may be represented

by the opposite illustration, where k + 1 is the

common degree of vertices of T and 0, 1, co

indicate the a. s. number of infinite clusters.
There are corresponding results for TX Zd,

........: ~~... and consequences for the phase diagram of the
-+-------""""'"'-1+-1...... A. corresponding Ising system. (Joint work with

Chuck Newman.)

•
N.C.Jain

Large deviations (or additive (unctionals- ofirreducible Markov processes

Let Xv t~O, be a Markov process with transition kernel n(t, x,.). Let tp(x, A) =
f 0 QO e-t n(t, x, A)dt. The process is said to be irreducible if there is a measure a on
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the state space E (assumed Polish)· such that a(A) > 0 implies qr(x, A) > 0 far every

xEE. This eondition does not suffiee for the lower bounds at level 2 in terms ofthe

Donsker-Varadhan rate function. If one also assumes that a(A) = 0 implies

f t~ e-s n(s, x, A)ds = 0 for some t, then one has limt--+oo 1/t log Px[Lt(Ul, . )E G] ~-I(l1),

for all xEE. Here I(p) =-infuEU f(Lu)/u dp and G is a weak neighborhood of p.

Lower bounds for more eomplicated sets also follow. The method applies to

bounded measurable additive functionals taking values in a separable Banach

spaee. Everything works as weIl in the diserete parameter case. We also define

f(p) whieh gives lower bounds under the irredueibility eondition above. f=1 when

the seeond eondition holds.

G. Jona-Lasinio

Large deviations tor a stochastic PDE with renormalization

We study in the small noise limit the process obtained as a weak solution of the

stochastic PDE

d<t>t = - ~ «-ß+l)P<t>t +!( - ß+l)-l+P:<t>::)dl + cdW
t

where p< 1, :~3: = ct>3-3e2C(O)4>, e(x, y) = (-d + l)-l(x, y), and E(W(t, x)W(t', x'» =

min(t, t')(-d + 1)-1 + P(x, x'), xE R2. Due.ta the presenee ofinfinite reno~alization

(C(O) = (0) the usual large deviation teehniques do not apply immediately and" a

new strategy has to be developed. We prove some estimates analogous to the

Ventcel-Freidlin inequalities. From these it follows that the field trajeetories

suitably smeared in spaee over aseale r0 are elose in probability to the projeetion

on the same scale of a field obeying a regularized staehastie equation with a

sufficiently large cut-ofT. A new feature of this problem is that the value of e for

whieh the noise ean be eonsidered to be small depends on the seale over which the

field is considered. (Joint work with P. K. Mitter)

Wilbert Kallenberg

Limiting exact ef{iciency ofquadratic statistics

Application of exaet Bahadur effieiencies in testing theory or inaceuracy rates in

estimation theory needs evaluation of large deviation probabilities. There are

many results available in the literature expressing large deviation probabilities

in terms of Kullback-Leibler information numbers or moment generating

functions. However, in many eases the obtained expressions are very complieated

and therefore many authors consider a Iocallimit ofthe nonloeal measure, whieh

•

•
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is important from a statistical point of view. In the March 1986 meeting in

Oberwolfach general results were presented on local limits of exact Bahadur

efficiencies and exact inaccuracy rates for statistics, which are in a local sense

asymptotically normal. The method is now extended to general quadratic

statistics. The involved large deviation probabilities are related to large

deviation probabilities ofk-dimensional i. i. d. random vectors. Locallimits ofthe

latter large deviation probabilities are easily obtained. The results are applied to

several examples, including generalized Cramer-von Mises statistics (e. g.

Anderson-Darling statistic) and likelihood ratio statistics.

(This work isjoint work with Gerard Jeurnink.)

S.Kusuoka

The large deviation principle for hypermixing pracesses

Let X be a Polish space and Q =D([O,oo)-+X). We define wsE Q by Ws (t)=Ul(t-[tlS]s),

t~O, for.any UlE Q and s>~. Also, w"e define Rs(Ul)EPst by RS(Ul) = 1/s Ios8cus(. +t)dt.
Here Pst denotes the set of stationary probability measures on Q. We say that a

stationary probability measure P or Cl satisfies large devaiation principles, if

there is a good (lower semicontinuous, convex or affine) functional H: Pst-+[O, 00]

such that

-1
lim - log P [R E K] S - in! {H ( Q) :Q E K}
s~oo s s

for aU closed KCPstand

1
li m - log P [R EG] ~ - inf {H ( Q ) : Q E G }
- s s
s~oo

for all open GcPst. The large deviation principle is weIl studied in the case when

P is Markov. However, a few results are known in the case when P is non
Markovian. We introduced a new notion ofmixing property, tthypermixing", and

showed that the hypermixing property implies the large deviation principle. Also,

we showed that hypercontractive e-Markov processes and· good Gaussian
processes are examples of hypermixing processes. The definition of the

hypermixing property is the foIlowing:

Nation: We say that fI, ..., fn are I measurably separated ifthere exist Osa l <bI<

a2<b2< ... <an <bn such that Ci isF[ai' bi]-measurable, i =1, ... , n, and ai+ 1- bi~l,

i=l, ... , n-l.

Definition: We say that P satiesfie.s the hype~xing condition if ther~ exist_
functions a: [0,00)-+(1,00) and ß: [0,00)-+[0,1) such that a, ß are non-increasing,

liml-+oo 1(a(1) -1) =0, liIDI-+aoß(l) = 0,
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n n

nfkll 1 5 nllfkllaCl)
k=l L (dP) k=l L (dP)

irr}, ... , rn are 1measurably separated, and

I f (f- f fdP)g dP I 5 ß(l) IIfll (I) IIg 11 (1)
n n La (dP) La ldP)

ifr, gare 1measurably separated. (This isjoint work with T. Chiyonobu.)

Remi Leandre

Degenerate little perturbations ofdynamical systems

Let dxcs = eLXi(xCs)dwis + Xo(XCs)ds be a small random perturbation of a dynam
ical system. Under hypoelliptic conditions, you need to change the functional in

order to give a type of Varadhan's estimate of the density limc--+o2e21ogpc(x,y)

=-dR
2(x, y), where dR(x, y) is the regularized distance and larger tha~ the dis

tance ofthe large deviation theory~ (This is taken fromjoint work with Benarous.)

Teresa Ledwina

On probabilities ofexcessive deviations for Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Cramer-von

Mises and chi-square statistics

Let T: D[O, l]--+R, on be the classical empirical process, and BI the Brownian

bridge on [0, 1]. Assume that T satisfies the Lipschitz condition and that t~ere

exists a positive constant a such that logP(T(Bl)~y)=-(a/2)y2(1+o(1»as y-+oo.

Some explicit bounds of P«T(on)~~nn112) are obtained for every n and X n > 0 by

using the Kom16s-Major-Tusnady inequality. These bounds imply some results

for the whole scope ofxn- In particular, expansions for large deviations as weIl as

some moderate and Cramer-type large deviations results for T(an) are estab

lished. This unifies and generalizes some earlier results on deviations for Kol

mogorov-Smirnov, Cramer-von Mises and chi-square statistics. Some new results

for some quadratic statistics are derived also. (This isjoint work with T. Inglot)

H. R.Lerche

Statistical aspects ofthe LIL or on the hazard that a Brownian path is killed at a

curved boundary

Let W(t) denote Brownian motion with drift eand 'P(t) denate a nonnegative func

tion on R+. LetT=inf{t>O:W(t)~'P(t)}and 6T =W(T)fI'. In sequential statistics

•

•
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good approximations ofthe densities ofT, poet), and ofaT , Q.e(p) are ofinterest. Let

4e(p) = t(p) 4>(t(p)1/2(p-8» with t(p) defined by p =W(t)/t denote the formal

saddlepoint approximation and let poet) =t-3/2A(t) <p(t-1/2(qr(t>-tB» with A(t) =

w(t) - tw'(t) and cI>(Y) = (2n)-1I2exp(_y2/2) denote the tangent approximation.

Discussing the range wbere the approximations qe(p) = Qe(p)(1 +0(1» and

Pe(t) = Pe(t~(1 +0(1» hold when the boundary qr recedes to infinity, one is led to

the following result o~ the hazard function ofT.

Theorem: Let 'I' be a fixed nonnegative function 'I' with the ·property that

P(T>t»O for an t~O. Assume further that t-1I2'1'(t)-.oo as t-.oo, that there exists

an a E(t, 1) with W(tl/ta monotonely decreasing, and smoothness of" the tangent
intercepts. Then p(t)IP(T'> t) = t-3/2A(t)4>(t-1I2W(t»(1 + 0(1» as t-.oo.

Corollary 1: Is t-1/21p(t) monotonely decreasing on (0, e) and P(T < 00) = 1, then
P(T> t) =exp( - fot u-3/2A(u) <p(u-1I2qt(u))du (1 +o(1») as t-.oo.

Corol.lary 2: peT< (0) < 1 ifand only iff 1CI) t-3/2A(t) 4>(t-1I2W(t))dt< 00.

J.T.Lewis

Second levellarge deviation results in statistical mechanics and applications
", .

Consider a typical situation in statistical mechanics: {AI:l = 1, 2, ...} is a sequence

of regions in Rd, VI =vol(AI); associated with Al is a countable set UI, the

configurations of the system in Al; "HI(cu) is the energy of the configuration w ~d

NI(w) is ~e number of particles in cu. To each configuration w we assign a

probability PPI(w] given by PPI(Cil] = exp(ß{Nl(w)P - HI(w)})/exp(ßVIPI(P»; this is

the grand canonical Gibbs measure in volume VI and PIep) is the grand canonical

pressure; the" canonical free energy fl(x) satisfies ~{Ca):NI(w)=n}exp(-ßHI(w»=

exp(-ßV1fl(nlV1». The existence of~e pressure in the thermodyn~climit (p(p)

= liml-+oJ>l(P», or of the free-energy (f(x) =: li~l-.oo fl(x», is a natural condition of
weak dependence in statistical mechanics. Let Kill be the distribution of the

particle number density XI =N1N I : KlJI=PllloX-1
1; then {Kill: 1= 1, 2, ...} satisfies

the LDP with constants {V"I} a~d rate-function IP1(x)= pep) +p*(x) - px whenever

pep) exists and is differentiable and the range of p' is (0, (0). With weak conditions

on the fI,{KIl1} satisfies the LDP with rate··function IP2(x) = f*(p) + f(x) - px when

ever f(x) exists and 11 < 1100 ='liml-:."~limx~_ooX-lin~{~k(~) :_k~ l}..

"Defi~e the sequence spaces QF ={Ul: N -+ {O, I} I~j2:1 w(j)<oo}, QB={w: N -.{O, 1,

2, ...}I~j~l w(j) <oo}; QF describes the configurations of a system of free fermions,

QB offree bosans. Let 0j(Ul)= Ul(j) and NI =~j21 0j' H) = ~j2:1 AI(j)oj' where 0 =AI(l)
s AI(2) s .... Suppose that (SI) 4>l(ß) = ~j 2:] exp(- ßAI(j» -. 4>~ß) for a11 ß in (0, (0) and
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(S2) 4>(13)~0 for some 13 in (0, (0); then pep) = lim1-.aJ>(p) for all p (in the fermion

case) and for p<O in the boson ease, and {Kill} satisfies the LDP with rate-function
IP I =IP2 in both eases. Mean-field models of interaeting gases are treated using

these results. To treat more realistie models, seeond-level results are required.

Let LI(w; A)=VI-l:Ej~10j(W)8A](j)[A] be the density ofparticles with energy in the
set A; then LI: Q -+ M+h(R+), the positively bounded measures on [0, (0). Let

Kll10L-lI; then {Kl1I} satisfies the LDP with rate-funetion IIl[rn] given by Ill[rn] =
p(p)+p*[m]-pllmll where p*[m]=f[Ot(l)Am(dA)-p-ls[m] and sem] is the entropy

functional. Put m(dA) = ms(dA.) +p(A)dF(A) where F is the integrated density of

states (~(p)= J[O,(I) eßA dF(!»; then sem] = f[O.CXl) [(1 +p(A» In (1 +p(A»] dF(A» 
f ro.lZ) p(l) In pell) dF(!) in the boson ease and sem] =- fro,(1) {P(x) In p(x) - (1- p(x»
In (1- p(l» }dF(l) in the fermion ease.

Anders Martin-Löf

Large d~viationsin risk theory

The object ofthe study is the "standard model" in risk theory: U(t)=u +pt- Set),

where U(t) is the surplus, Set) the total payments. set) is a compound process

defined by

E (e z S(t») = exp ( At J: (eu - 1) F(dx)) Ei exp (Atg(zll.

It is required to derive LDE for T=min{t:S(t)-pt>u}. The entropy function

associated with g(z) is the Legendre transform: hex) = min(g(z) - zx). In terms
of it we have the weH known ehernoff bound P(S(t)~x) s exp(Ath(xlA.t» if

xlAt~p=g'(O)and the famous Esscher-Cramer asymptotic formula P(S(t)~x) ~

exp(Ath(xlAt»IR(2nAtg"(R»-1I2 for x/At= gl(R)~d R~O. In terms of hex) we have

an entropy functional for SA(t) == S(t)/A in path space:

P(SA(S) "'x(s), OSsSt) '" exp (A Ch(x'(sllds),

where x(·) is a continuous path with x(O)=O. In terms ofit we ought to have the

following LDE for the time of ruin T (putting u=a·A, p=b·A) as A-+oo:

P (TSt) '" exp (A max.(. lER
t
Ch (x'( sllds)

where Rt is the set of paths, leading to ruin before t. This max problem has a

simple solution and the entropy function for the random variable T is given by
H("t)="t·h(b+alt). Like h(.), H(.) is a concave funetion, and ma~H(t) is

attained at a value "t=T. t and H(T)=-aR are determined by the equations

g(R)IR= b, g'eR) = b+a!I'. We have a situation similar to that in thermodynamies.

•
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The state variables are determin'ed in terms of the fundamental intensive

parameter R analogous to the temperature. Ref. Anders Martin-Löf, Entropy, a

userul concept in risk theory, Scand. Act. J.1986, No. 3 - 4, p. 223 - 235.

A. Mogulskii

Large deviations and classes ofasymptotically optimal tests

This talk deals with the problem of testing two ~ompound hypotheses (para

metrie). The main statistical result is:. In the general problem of testing t~o com

pound hypotheses, the likelihood ratio test remains to be an asymptotically

optimal one in the sense, presented by partially Bayisian and partially minimax

approaches. (Joint work with A. A.. Borovkov.)

PeterMajor

Large c!-eviation results for Dyson shierarchical model

Inthis talk I have discussed large deviations type resuits.for ~ model in statistical

physics. My main aim was to showhow these re,sults give an explanation for such

phenomena as critieal behaviour and u~iversalityin statistical physics.

Masar Nagasawa

The least action principle ofSchrödinger processes

A Schrödinge:r process is a ~~usion pracess satisfying

J
t VeJ>

X =X +Bt + {set,x)+-ev,X>}dv
t 0 0 v 4> v

on (n, Q) with 4> =eO + ß, where 'I' =eO + iß is a solution to the Schrödinger equation

i a.v + ~ ß'V + i s ( t , x ). Vtp - V ( t , x ) \V =' 0
~ 2 .

with V·a(t,x)=O. Tbe process (Xt , Q(s,x» can be obtained by a transformation

with

I
t ct>(t, X )

Nt = exp ( c(v ,X ) dV) __t_ l{t T} ,T = inf{v~s:<l>ev ,X } =O}
s s v 4> (S, Xe) < 8 s v

of a space-time difTusionprocess~(Xt'P(s.x) )with the generator

a 1
L = - + - ß + s· V.

as 2
c(t, x) is defined by
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Lep(t,x)
c(t,x) = - ,(t,x)ED={(t,x):<p(t,x»O}.

<p (t, x)

Consider a class of semimartingales Yt on (Cl, Q)

Yl=Yo+Bl + J: {a(v,Yy)+b(v,.l}dv, QU>bIl2 dv] < '"

and its time reversal Yt with b(v, . ). Define an action functional

I ( Y) = QI1: i {b
2

+2<b*)2 - eIdv + ß(a , Ya ) - IHb , Yb)I.
Then the Schrödinger process attains the minimum min{I(Y):YEH} =I(X) = O.

PeterNey

Large deviations and the composition ofa branching population

Let {Zi/n)(r):i,j=l, ...,d;rCR} the number of particles of tttype" j in the set r,

at the n-th generation (time), given that there was one type i particle at the origin

at time 0, in a population evolving according to a standard Galton-Watson multi

(d) type branching random walk. Let mij(r) = Ezi/n)(r), IDij(a) =!eQSmij(ds), l(a)

the maximal eigenvalue of M(a) ={mij(a): i,j =1, ..., d}, and ri(a), li(a) be the

associated right and left eigenvectors. Write Zi}n)(- 00, a) =Zij(o)(a) etc. Let A =
log Aand A* the convex conjugate of A. Let p =A(O) and assume p> 1. Choose .! so

that A *(~) < O. Assume that A.'(a) =!! has a solution 0a. Then Zi}n)(an)!Zhk(n)(ao)

converges in probabitity to Ij(oa)nk(oa)' where i,j,h,kE{l, ... ,d}. The asympto
tics of the population vector (Zn(n)(an), ... ,Zid(n)(an» are also determined. These

results are subject to suitable moment conditions on the particle production and

motion.

Esa Nummelin

Renewal representations tor M arkov operators on general vector lattices

We look after conditions under whieh the iterates of a given Markov operator ean

be represented as a (possibly) delayed renewel sequence. The results generalize

the existing similar representation results from the class of Harns recurrent

Markov chains. As a new example we are ahle to deal with the elass of so ealled

Doeblin-Forster operators.

•

•
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Stefano OUa

Large deviations {rom the hydrodynamic limit tor the simple exclusion

We prove the hydrodynamieal limit for weakly asymmetrie simple exelusion

proeesses. A large .deviation property with respeet to this limit is established for

the symmetrie ease. We treat also the situation where a slow reaetion (ereation

and annihilation ofpartieles) is present.

(Joint work with C. Kipnis and S. R. S. Varadhan.)

Ross G. Pinsky

Large deviations (or the exit time o(conditional diffusions and a conditional gauge

theorem

Using only a fundamental 1arge deviation result of Donsker and Varadhan for

eonditional diffusions and a couple basic pde facts - namely Harnack's inequality

and the Hopfmaximum pt1nciple - we prove a large deviation theorem for the exit

time ofconditional diffusions. From this we derive a conditional gauge theorem.

UweSchmock

Convergence o{the normalized one-dimensional Wiener sausage palh measures to

a mixture o(Brownian taboo processes

Let n:={ßEC([O,oo),R):ß(O)=O}. For TE[O,a>] let MT be the o-algebra on Q

generated by the paths up to time T. For every TE[O,Q) denote by CT(ß):=

{ß(t) :tE [0, TU the image of the path ß(t) far tE [0, Tl. CT<ß) is a eompact interval

eontaining the origin. 115 length is denoted by ICT(ß)I. Let v be a positive real

parameter and denote by P the Wiener measure on (0, Moo). A theorem ofDonsker

and Varadhan implies lilThr~Q)rr-llogE(exp(-vTICT(ß>I»=-(3/2)(vn)213.The aim

is to characterize the Brownian motion paths which determine this asymp10tic

behaviour ofE(exp(-vTICT(ß>I» as T~oo. For every TE [0, (0) define the transformed

measure PT on Q by PT(A)=E(lAexp(-vTICT)nlE(exp(-vTICTln for all AEMoo.
These measures favour those Brownian motion paths which spread over a small
interval up 10 time T without being 000 improbable (with respect to P).

Theorem: The measures_(PT)TE[O. (0) converge weakly to PCI) as T~oo.P 00 is given by
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for all AEMm, where co: =(n2/v)lfJ and P(b-co, b) denotes the path measure of a

Brownian taboo process (starting at zero) with taboo set {b-co' b}, Le. the unique

diffusion process on (b-co' b) with generator ofthe form

1 d2
n n{b-x} d

----ctg----.
2 dx2 Co Co dx

Herbert Spohn

An example tor constrained dynamics

We consider a spin flip dynamics, 0v in one spatial dimension. The flip rates de

pend ooly of the nearest neighbors. The energy of the model is the nearest neigh

bor !sing, H(o)=-~xo(x)o(x+1).The spin flip dynamics is reversible with
respect to the Gibbs measure Z-le-ßH. We are interested in the spin-spin correla

tion function at the origin, 8(t) =E(Ot(O)oo(O», average in the stationary process.

R. Holly proves that 8(t) decays exponentially provided the flip rates are bounded

away (rom zero. We study tbe case of only energy conserving flips, where same

rates are zero. We prove -c_sliminft-+oot-1I2Iog 8(t)slimsuPt-+oot-1I2Iog S(t)s-c+.

c_ is given through a complicated variational problem.

The model is an example for the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts law.

Josef Steinebach

On convergence rates in Erdös-Renyi type laws based upon large deviation

asymptotics

Erdös-Renyi type laws of large numbers deal with an a. s. limiting behaviour of

maximum increments of random sequences of stochastic processes such as partial

sums, sampie quantiles, renewal processes etc. Some ratl:ter general versions

have been provided by S. Csorgö (1979) and Steinebach (1981) making use offirst

order large deviation asymptotics together with certain independence and sta

tionarity properties of tbe underlying processes. In v'iew of recent second order

large deviation asymptotics due to Dersch (1986), corresponding refinements ean

be obtained. The latter results provide convergence rate improvements of their

earlier counterparts, typically giving the best rates, but not necessarily the best

constan18. Some specific examples are discussed.

•

•
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S.L.Zabell

Large deviations tor exchangeable random variables

Let Xl' X2, ... , Xnt ... be an infinite exchangeable sequence ofO-l valued random

variables. IfA(p, x) denotes the rate function for i. i. d. Bernoulli random variables

with success probability p, then Xl' X2' ... satisfies the large deviation property
with rate function A(x) =inf{A(p, x) :pES}, where S is the support of the mixing

measure in the de Finetti representation for the sequence. For example, if the

mixing measure assigns mass t to !=Pt and mass t to -j-=P2' then the rate func
tion is not convex. This result follows from a more general result for upper and

lower bounds for Banach space valued exchangeable random variables. These

more general results include mixtures of other families of random variables such

as the multivariate normal. These results are joint work with lan Dikwoodie.

Berichterstatter: E. Bolthausen und U. Schmock
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